INCOMPAS Files FCC Comments in Support of Tech Transitions

WASHINGTON DC (October 27, 2015) – INCOMPAS (formerly COMPTEL), the leading trade association representing competitive networks, filed comments late Monday with the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in support of measures to facilitate effective implementation of the landmark Tech Transitions Order passed in August by the Commission.

INCOMPAS represents several leading companies who praised the FCC for action on Tech Transitions this summer as a win for competition and their customers. Some of the INCOMPAS member companies weighing in included Granite, Level 3, TDS, Windstream and XO Communications.

To read a copy of the INCOMPAS Tech Transitions comments, please click here.

In addition to the filing, CHIP PICKERING, CEO of INCOMPAS released the following statement:

“With the Tech Transitions Order, Chairman Tom Wheeler and the FCC put innovation and competition on a bullet train to the future. It serves to preserve and protect bi-partisan competition policy for future networks, while speeding the development and deployment of advanced technology.

“That is a win for consumers and business customers who want more choices and affordable options in the marketplace. We applaud the FCC for listening to the hundreds of businesses and thousands of consumers who raised their voice on this important issue.”

About INCOMPAS
Formerly known as COMPTEL, INCOMPAS is the leading trade association for the competitive networks. INCOMPAS represents communications and technology companies large and small, advocating for laws and policies that promote competition, innovation and economic development. Learn more at www.incompas.org.